
Choose the right option: 

 

1)Tom is ……………….. John. 

 

a)tall 

b)tall than 

c)taller than 

d)more tall than            Tom          John 

 

2)Sarah is ……………… Lisa. 

 

a)old than 

b)more old than 

c)older than 

d)old                         Sarah             Lisa 

                                 

3)Jill is ……………. Mike. 

 

a)happier than 

b)sadder than 

b)more happy than 

d)more sad than             Jill                   Mike 

 

4)Turtle is …………….. rabbit. 

 

a)slow than 

b)slower than 

c)fast than 

d)faster than 

 

5)Tina’s report is ……………Ted’s report. 

 

a)gooder than 

b)badder than 

c)worse than 

d)better than 

 

6)Ted’s report is ……………..Tina’s report. 

 

a)gooder than 

b)badder than 

c)worse than 

d)better than 

 

7)A mobile phone is ……………a telephone. 

 

a)heavier than 

b)lighter than 

c)more light than 

d)more heavy than 

8)Adrew is …………….Phill. 

 

a)weaker than 

b)strong than 

c)stronger than                   

d)more strong than            Andrew            Phill 

 

9)An elephant is …………..a lion. 

 

a)smaller than 

b)dangerous than 

c)bigger than 

d)heavy than 

 

10)The plane is ………….the train. 

 

a)comfortable than 

b)cheaper than  

c)more slow than 

d)faster than 

 

11)Arnold is…………Kevin. 

 

a)bigger than 

b)fatter than 

c)thinner than 

d)slimmer than                    Arnold          Kevin 

 

12)The cat is ……………..than the dog. 

 

a)sadder 

b)prettier 

c)longer 

d)more serious 

 

13)The monkey is ……………..than the hen. 

 

a)more intelligent 

b)smaller 

c)hardworking 

d)weaker 

 

14)The ant is …………………than the grasshopper. 

 

a)lazier 

b)hardworking 

c)hardworkinger 

d)more hardworking 
                                     ant                 grasshopper 

 



15)Which one is true? 

 

a)Kate is beautiful than Ashley. 

b)Ashley is ugly than Kate. 

c)Kate is beautifuler than Ashley. 

d)Ashley is uglier than Kate. 
                                                    Ashley        Kate 
16)Which one is true? 

 

a)A car is faster than a motorbike. 

b)A motorbike is slower a car. 

c)A motorbike is cheap than a car. 

d)A car is expensive than a motorbike. 

 

17)Which one is true? 

 

a)Milk is worse than coke. 

b)Milk is healthier than coke.  

c)Milk is gooder than coke. 

d)Milk is more healthy than coke.   

 

18) Which one is true? 

 

a) Ralph is poorer than Jim. 

b)Ralph is richer than Jim. 

c)Jim is poor than Ralph. 

d)Jim is more poor than Ralph.    Jim         Ralph   

 

19)Which one is true? 

 

a)A laptop is cheaper than a desktop. 

b)A desktop is more expensive than a lap top. 

c)A laptop  is lighter than a desktop.        

d)A desktop is heavy than a laptop.        
 

20)Which one is true?  

 

a)An mp3 player is smaller than a DVD. 

b)A DVD is big than an mp3 player. 

c)An mp3 player is expensive than a DVD. 

d)A DVD is more cheap than an mp3 player. 

 

21)Which one is true? 

 

a)Brian is hardworking than Bob. 

b)Bob is lazier than Brian.  

c)Brian is more hardworking Bob.  

d)Bob is more lazy than Brian. 

 

                                                     Brian        Bob 

22)Which one is true? 

 

a)Istanbul is smaller than Izmir. 

b)İstanbul is more crowded than Izmir. 

c)Izmir is more crowded than İstanbul. 

d)Izmir is bigger than İstanbul. 

 

23)Which one is true? 

 

a)Maths is difficulter than Science. 

b)Science is more easy than Maths. 

c)Science is difficult than Maths. 

d)Maths is more difficult than Science. 

 

24)Which one is true? 

 

a)My English is bad than my Science. 

b)My Science is good than my English 

c)My English is worse to my Science. 

d)My English is better than my Science. 

 

25)Which one is true? 

 

a)Our house is more large than yours. 

b)Your house is small than ours. 

c)Our house is larger than yours. 

d)Your house is smaller our house. 

 

26)Which one is true? 

 

a)I’m slimmer than my sister. 

b)I’m more slim than my sister. 

c)My sister is plumb than me. 

d)My sister is more plumb than me. 

 

27)Which one is true? 

 

a)Volleyball is good than basketball. 

b)Volleyball is more enjoyable than basketball. 

c)Basketball is easy than volleyball. 

d)Basketball is comfortable than volleyball. 

 

28)I prefer reading book to watchig TV because 

        it’s  

            a)worse 

            b)funnier 

            c)better 

            d)more boring 

                                                             


